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Mathematics is fun, it is enjoyable, many children love it very much. It can relieve stress and anxiety. To continue enjoying Mathematics you should have to learn first the fundamentals that lay a solid math foundation. Teachers and parents should work hand in hand to teach their children about the basic foundation of mathematics. Life is boring without addition and subtraction to be tackled in a classroom discussion. Learning the basic math facts helps children to boost up their memory and knowledge in learning simple mathematical approach. Learning math starts with simple numbers and figures then to large numbers. For most individuals, math facts are the central of learning mathematics, it is an epitome of learning the different aspect of mathematics. Math is a subject that can only be mastered by requiring basic understanding and never involve memorization or cramming. Thus, children should learn essentially these fundamentals. To do this, you must expose the children to games and a series of application. Through this series of fact applications, children may not know that they are learning in their everyday life and improves understanding. Every learner should learn to use multiplication tables gradually and giving them multiplication sheets will help them in solving multiplication problems. The games are very essential to enhance and develop the understanding of every learner about basic math facts. Varied tools can help the learner to equip more and participate more in a challenging world of numbers and figures.
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